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FALL’S 2013 RUNWAY LOOKS MAKE THEIR MARK ON HOME DECOR.
HERE ARE FOUR FASHION TRENDS REINTERPRETED FOR THE HOME.
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Wallpaper Prints
On the Runway:

While patterned wallpaper is having
its moment in home design, it’s also
showing up on the runway. Designer
Tory Burch’s pretty flocked velvet florals were inspired by painter Gustav
Klimt’s swirls.

In the Showroom:

Graphic prints are one of the key
trends in interior design 2013. Give any
room a punch of print with this Charles
of London lounge chair or Keira custom pillow in Lipstick, McNabb and
Risley, Thiensville.

Shades
of Red
On the Runway:

It’s the 1970s channelling the
1940s in shades of red by Marc
Jacobs, who credits the paintings
of Otto Dix for the color palette.

In the Showroom:

This David Schaeffer painting — “Playing With Fire” — at
Peabody’s Interiors, Brown Deer,
repeats the subdued and mature
tones from Jacobs’ runway
collection.

Tribal
Inspiration
On the Runway:

Ode to Mod
On the Runway:

Color-blocking in pink meets tribal patterns inspired by the
textiles of Turkey and Uzbekistan in designer Mara Hoffman’s
bold 2013 collection.

In the Showroom:

Mod shapes reminiscent of the ’60s appear as glass and
metallic side tables and a room divider from Steinhafel’s. Colorful
mirrors merge color and pattern for a fresh update on ’60s mod,
also from Steinhafels.
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A trip to Marrakech
inspired the fall 2013 J.
Crew line. Bright colors and pattern mixing
bring Moroccan exotic
to life.

In the Showroom:

Tribal looks are easily interpreted in the
home through earthy textures and colors such
as the herringbone cowhide and ikat cotton
linen pillows from Susan Fredman, Whitefish
Bay. Twigs are tightly bound together by
hand to create a durable stool that can be used
as extra seating or as a side table, also from
Susan Fredman.

